Paint and Pop: Farm Animals

Supplies included in the kit:
-Stretched canvas, pre-taped
-five acrylic paints (Red, Yellow, White, Black and Brown/Grey)
-Two paint brushes
-Egg carton for paints
-Soda Pop
Other supplies not included:
-Washcloth or paper towels (This will get paint on it)
- Cup/jar of water(this will get paint on it)
-Optional: trash bag/cover for surrounding areas
Steps for before the meeting:
1. Find a clean and clear space to paint, cover the area with a trash bag or other cover to
prevent paint from getting on the surface. (This is not washable paint)
2. Have all your supplies at your station organized in a way that feels comfortable to you.
3. If your paint bottle has plastic wrap, remove all plastic wrap.
4. Optional: Prepare your egg carton with your paint, you will want two white spaces and
one of every other color. Please note you will have either brown or grey but not both
colors. If you do this step, do not do it any earlier than 5-10 minutes before we start
painting as the paint will begin to dry. If you do, you may want to cover the egg carton
with plastic wrap. I will be prepping my egg carton during the meeting with the 4-H
Members.

Steps:

1. Dip a big brush in water, dab dry. Add yellow paint to the carton, paint one square yellow. If the
paint is not spreading, dip brush in water and dab partially dry, dip in paint and keep going. Paint
sides as well.
2. Rinse brush. In an empty carton add white and in another add red. Dip brush in red and mix into
the white to make a pale pink. If you need more red, rinse your brush first. Continue until you get
a pale pink.
3. Paint an empty square pink. In a new square paint two large half circles close together at the
bottom center of the square to create the cows nose. Connect the two circles at the top with a
stretched “U”. Fill in.

4. Rinse your brush. Add black to your carton in a new space. Paint the cow’s spots, you may want
to avoid the eye area.
5. With the small brush, paint two small eyes spread apart in the pig square. Paint chicken eyes in
the yellow square, two long ovals.
6. Paint the cow eyes, either black or brown ( if switching to brown you’ll want to clean brush and
add brown to your egg carton.) two circles above the nose, optional eye lashes.
7. Wash your small brush and set aside, add grey/brown to your egg carton. Grab your big brush
and paint a house shape but round your points. This will create the white space at your rabbits
nose (if you want a solid color rabbit skip this step.)

8. On the outside of the house about one inch from the house, create a long curve that goes about
half way up, then a smaller curve, last a diagonal line to the top of the canvas. Repeat on the
other side.
9. To finish the rabbit outline, create a stretched out “W” with a curved center. Fill in.

10. Rinse brush, dip in the red and add it to the pink to create a darker pink. Paint an oval to create
the nose of the pig, two half circles to the nose of the cow, and a heart to create the nose of the
rabbit.
11. Rinse brush. Grab your small brush, dip in red paint, create 3 circles one big one in the center
below the eyes of your chicken then two small circles on the side of the big circle not touching.
Connect the top of the small circles to the center circle with a curve. Connect the bottom of the
two small circles with a curve. Fill in.

12. Create a small circle almost in between the eyes ( just above) then two big circles at the top of
the canvas connect with the small circle and fill.

13. Grab red paint and mix into the pink to create an even darker pink. Rinse, paint two curved “v”s
and the top of the pig to make ears. Paint two long ovals to finish the nose. And add a mouth
attached to the bottom of the nose.
14. Rinse your brush, using black paint two long big ovals as eyes to the rabbit. Add lashes if you
want. Add one small line from the bottom of the heart and then an upside down “V” from that line.

15. Rinse brush and grab yellow paint. Create a wave shape inside the chickens beak to create the
mouth opening. ( you can do this in black too if you want) the yellow may take a couple of layers.

16. Rinse brush. Add a small amount of white into your egg carton, dip the wrong end of your paint
brush lightly into the paint. Add dots to the eyes of all animals.
17. Touch up, take off tape when it's all dry.
18. Admire all your work!

